
Award 
“Prime Alpiniadi Estive 2014” 

The  A.R.I. Section of Cuneo , in collaboration with the GRA , is organizing the  “ Prime Alpiniadi Estive 2014”  Award 

Regulation 

Participation:
Every OM and SWL both Italians and foreigners can participate..

Duration:  
from 00:00 UTC of 06/01/2014 to 24:00 of 15/06/2014 .

Bands:  
bands HF = 10m, 15m, 20m, 40m and 80meter. 

Modes:  
CW – SSB – RTTY e PSK 

Call:   
CW = “CQ ALP” ; SSB , RTTY and PSK  =  “CQ Diploma Prime ALPINIADI ESTIVE 2014”. 

Participating stations :  
IR1ALP = (Special call); IQ1CN = (“JOLLY” Station); and all the OMs of the ARI Section of CUNEO, the list of which is 
available on the websites www.aricuneo.it     and     www.g-r-a.jimdo.com

Scores:  
QSO/HRD with the OMs of the ARI  Cuneo Section   is worth  3 points (in all Modes); 
QSO/HRD with IQ1CN (“JOLLY” station) is worth 5  points (in all Modes);  
“IR1ALP” (Special call)   is worth 8  points (in all Modes) . 
On June  5

th
, 6

th,
 7

th
 and 8

th
 day  “IR1ALP” is worth 15 points, (in all Modes). 

During the same day the QSO's  points will count only if provided for  different bands   and   modes  

QSL:  
All the QSOs with “IR1ALP” station will be confirmed via Bureau  with a special QSL.  It's not required to send  own personal
QSL. Who likes to receive a direct QSL , can send a pre- addressed and stamped envelope to: 
A.R.I. Sezione di Cuneo – Via Rota, 15 – 12100 Cuneo (CN). 

Award:
To achieve the Diploma  here's  the needed minimum score :
Italian Stations (OM/SWL) 200 points – European Stations: (OM/SWL)  100 points - Extra-European Stations: (OM/SWL) 50  points. 
Anyone wishing to receive the Diploma must to fill the "ON LINE"  request form  downloadable from the sites of www.aricuneo.it or www.gra.jimdo.com
attaching to the same the extract LOG file (in Cabrillo or in Excel  format),  and also the scan of the payment made on PostePay, for the reimbursement
of expenses ( including shipping ) that is Euro 10,00 for Italian Hams and  U.S. 15.00 $  for both European and Extra European Amateurs
The amount is to be paid preferably on the American Express no. 4023 6005 8459 2416 payable to: Alfredo De Prosperis or , alternatively, on the PayPal
account    ik1npp@libero.it

Alternatively it's possible to send everything to the Award manager IK1UGX to the following e -mail: ik1ugx@yhaoo.it or via regular mail to Section ARI of
Cuneo, Via Rota , 15-12100 Cuneo.

Standings : 
All who have applied for the Diploma, and sent the extract Log no later than July 15th 2014 , will compete for the leaderboard premiums. 
The log must contain the following informations : Name , Date, Time, UTC, Band , Mode, RST and claimed score f or each qso
At the bottom must be reported  the achieved total score. It's possible to use any program able to generate a log extract in Cabrillo or Excel format .
It should be noted that the classifications will be made public as soon as possible while  prizes delivered to the place and date we reserve to determine
and communicate. Both will be published on the websites : www.aricuneo.it and www.gra.jimdo.com

Prizes:  

Italian OMs   European & Extra European OMs
CW  
SSB    

1° - 2°- 3° classifieds
1° - 2°- 3° classifieds

CW 
SSB 

1° classified
1° classifiied

RTTY e PSK   1° - 2°- 3° classifieds RTTY e PSK 1° classified

 Italians Europeans and Extra Europeans SWLs
         MIXED   1° classified
Prizes, on request, can be sent at  recipient expenses

http://www.gra.jimdo.com/

